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FEZA comes to the forefront with its designs based on the theme 
of freedom.

Design philosophy is beyond memorization, out of the ordinary, 
the relationship between human and design is not as it is, but 
with its story, form and material, it is to produce products that 
contain difference and customisation.

Beyond being a chair products, lighting element or accessory, Beyond being a chair products, lighting element or accessory, 
you feel that these designs beyond furniture belong only to you 
with their story.













SEATING FURNITURES 
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Measurements: 49 x 51.2 x 78 cm

The boomerang sports tool completes its 
gliding in the air in line with the force you 
apply and returns to you at every turn. 
Designed with this feeling, the BOOMERANG 
chair creates a feeling of floating in the air 
with its transparent seating area and massive 
arms and massive legs created with the unique arms and massive legs created with the unique 
curves of the boomerang.



FLY, which is designed based on the 
theme of flying is freedom, shows up 
with a design that frame breaking . 
While lifting the massive body from 
the ground thanks to its transparent 
feet, it feels like it remains in the air. 
Sometimes your cat can use the Sometimes your cat can use the 
leather newspaper under the seat 
as a bed.

Measurements: 55 x 55 x 90.5 cm

FL
Y



SL
ED

Designed based on the dynamic structure 
of the sled, the SLED seat refers to the gliding 
of the sled on the snow, especially with its 
transparent leg and back.

Measurements: 43 x 65 x 83.5 cm



M
O

O
N

Designed inspired by the full moon, which is 
one of the phases of the moon, the MOON 
pouffs represent both sides of the moon with 
transparent and massive material options used 
on their backs.

Measurements: 48.8 x 55 x 79.5 cm



RO
UN
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Measurements: Ø 60 cm x 46 cm

Flying saucers, which we often see in 
science fiction movies, attract our 
attention although they are not real. 
ROUND pouff is also inspired by the 
flying saucer with its airborne air with 
its form and its transparent elliptical 
feet. It can be used separately or as feet. It can be used separately or as 
a leg extension in front of the SLED seat.



D
A
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With the softness of velvet and the dynamic 
appearance of its circular form, the little girl 
of the house : the DAUGHTER armchair provides 
use at every point with its minimal dimensions.

Measurements: Ø 70 x 74.5 cm



BR
UC
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Bruco: Ø 60 x 42 cm

Inspired by the flexibility of caterpillars; 
the BRUCO pouffs, which do not have 
a fixed shape, adapt to the area of use 
and can be decided by the user with 
the magnet in their body, have emerged 
as a very flexible design.



FA
TH
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Measurements: 64 x 70 x 82 cm

In the movies and more importantly in 
our house, a new breath and a modern 
approach to the father seats shows itself 
with the FATHER wing chair. While creating 
an unusual seat form with its transparent 
side surfaces, the leather belts on the back, 
in addition to the design it adds to the seat, in addition to the design it adds to the seat, 
with its newspaper and magazine holder 
function, allow you to enjoy your reading 
without disturbing your comfort.
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Measurements: 73 x 228 x 82 cm

ELIPS pouff can be used in different 
positions, like a stone sliding in waves, 
in relation to the WAVE sofa. Either as 
a pouff-coffee table in the middle in 
the room or like a puzzle, WAVE adheres 
to the sofa and allowing you to lie down 
while watching the movie or the match.while watching the movie or the match.

Measurements: 60 x 113 x 42 cm

Shaped with amorphous lines arising 
from the rise and flow of the sea wave,
the WAVE Sofa expands the sitting area 
by combining with the ELIPS pouff, which 
gives the feeling of a stone thrown into the
wave.



YE
A

RS

Measurements: 73 x 74 x 86 cm

Lines on the tree trunk discover its age. 
YEARS wing chair is a design in which 
the line forms both the skeleton and 
the arms, based on the past and future 
years and the pattern.

Measurements: 40 x 40 cm 

7HILL pouffe design, created based on 
the 7 hills of Istanbul, is reminiscent of a 
hill in its entirety.



RE
ST

Measurements: 85 x 197 x 82 cm

REST daybed, which has a peaceful design, 
allows you to lie down and spend time at any 
time of the day. The design inspired by the flying 
carpet makes you feel on the flying carpet, not 
on an ordinary daybed.



W
A

IT

Measurements: 50 x 210 x 40 cm

WAIT bench , which is inspired by the flying 
carpet, allows you to perform your waiting 
action on a flying carpet while detaching 
its massive body from the ground with the 
help of its curved transparent legs, which 
are also used as a coffee table.
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Measurements: 50 x 140 x 50 cm 

A comfortable pouff where we sit, put our 
bags, and wear our shoes is one of the most 
important needs at the entrance of our houses.
WELCOME pouff serves you warmth at your 
home entrance and exit with its massive table, 
witty wooden legs, each of which is different 
from each other, and the flooring of the pouf from each other, and the flooring of the pouf 
section.



BA
C

K

Measurements: 50 x 50 x 75 cm 

Whether large or small, minimal furniture 
makes life easier for the user in any place. 
BACK pouff is a minimal pouff design that 
is designed based on this need and creates 
comfort with its back.



TABLES & COFFEE TABLES



EL
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Measurements: 115 x 279.8 x 72 cm 

It is a design inspired by the elliptical form 
to keep the people sitting around more 
dynamic and to include people sitting 
around.The ELLIPSE table comes out with 
the pure of the materials used in its tables, 
slabs and legs.



M
IX

ED

Measurements: 57 x 141 x 30 cm

Designed in contrast to the idea of 
completing the same materials and 
combinations with everything in the 
whole, the BITE coffee table shows 
that the area that is lost with a bite 
to the whole can be combined with 
a different material and retain its integrity.a different material and retain its integrity.



C
LE
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Measurements: 76.5 x 109 x 49 cm

The idea of capturing the harmony in the 
disharmony reveals the CLEAR coffee table, 
which is formed by the combination of the 
permeable top with amorphous lines and 
the legs that have sharp lines and are massive.



C
UB

E

Labirentler,

Measurements: 76 x 110 x 31 cm

A design that shows up with the use of 
unusual materials in the center tables, 
CUBE coffee table. It brings simplicity 
and lightness to the space where it is 
used with solid and transparent materials 
in its design and different rectangular and 
square forms. The inside of the cube-shaped square forms. The inside of the cube-shaped 
transparent feet can be used as a display 
area according to the user's area of interest, 
so the design can be customization.



SI
M

PL
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Measurements: Ø 50 cm x 62 cm 
 

If we consider its installation, it is not difficult 
to understand where its name comes from. 
While everything is so hard, we need to create 
some beautiful moments with our own hands. 
The SIMPLE Coffee Table, which can be installed 
in three moves, is a design that makes life easier.



A
BA

C
US

Measurements: Ø 60 cm x 40 cm

While the beads on the abacus are symbolized 
by transparent balls, the ABACUS coffee table 
puts the ultimate in design with the table it carries.



A
RR

O
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Designed with inspiration from the linear 
and clear lines of the arrows, the ARROW 
coffee table family is designed to create 
a combination with different sizes and details.



LA
B

Measurements: 60 x 60 x 60 cm

Labyrinths are known for the excitement 
rather than the desired result. Designed 
based on this excitement, LAB emphasizes 
the labyrinth perception in both areas by 
projecting the labyrinth on the coffee table 
as the area in contact with the floor.



W
EB

Measurements: Ø 60 x 60 cm

In nature, there are congenital designers, 
the most notable of which is undoubtedly 
spiders. The WEB Coffee Table is inspired 
by the spider's creation of its nest and trap 
with an inconceivable design, and came 
out with reflection.



LE
G

Measurements: 32 x 40 x 45 cm

The coffee table-magazine holder designed 
based on prosthetic legs, shows that they can 
stand together as a result of the prosthetic leg 
and the leg supporting each other. Supporting 
the statement that unity is strength, the LEG 
coffee table draws attention with its simple 
assembly.assembly.



TH
RE

E

Measurements: (85 x 90 x 102 cm) x 43 cm

The positive effect of the warmth of the 
wood on the space is undeniable. The 
THREE center table showa the warmth 
of wood in a modern language with its 
assertive veins created by bleached oak 
veneer, triangular form and black forehead 
accompanying the black wooden legs.accompanying the black wooden legs.



RO
UN

D

Whether large or small, minimal furniture 
makes life easier for the user in any place. 
ROUND design consists of a round oak 
veneer coffee table in 2 different sizes 
designed based on this need.



BOOKSHELVES & DRESSERS
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Measurements: 48 x 249 x 236.5 cm 

WAVESHELF library, which has a different 
appearance from every angle with the 
intersection of different amorphous forms 
on the vertical and horizontal, softens the 
hardness of the rectangular form of the 
books it displays. The library, which can 
be produced in different sizes, offers a be produced in different sizes, offers a 
naive appearance with the thinness of 
the shelves and the system of interlocking 
vertical and horizontal elements.



M
IX

ED

Measurements: 35 x 184 x 67 cm

Designed based on the idea of using 
different materials and functions together, 
the MIXED sideboard fulfills the storage 
function as a mission and also serves the 
purpose of necessary lighting.



BO
W
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Measurements: 45 x 110 x 85 cm

The bowls that sometimes cause us to 
feel our past and feelings that warm us 
are indispensable for every home. The 
transparent feet of the massive hemispheres 
that give the impression of a bowl on the table 
of the BOWL sideboard, embodied in a bowl story, 
give the appearance of disconnecting from the floor. give the appearance of disconnecting from the floor. 



C
UB

IC

Measurements: 30 x 81 x 89 cm

Winking at the cubism, looking behind 
the surfaces of the design, it emphasizes 
the object with geometric lines from different 
aspects at the same time. Complementing 
each other and being perceived in the third 
dimension shapes the CUBIC sideboard.



BE
LT

Measurements: 36 x 87 x 84 cm

BELT sideboard, which is designed based 
on opening and closing of the belt and if 
need be tightening them, breaks off the 
belt from the floor with its transparent legs 
and lifts it to the point where it should be.



TU
BI

C

Measurements: 43 x 117.5 x 90 cm 

The design takes its name from Tubism, 
which is created by the painter Fernand 
Léger, who put forward cubism in different 
forms with his unique interpretation. The TUBIC 
sideboard shows up as a sculptural design while 
creating surprise in angle joints.



D
EP

O
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Sideboards are furniture that especially 
welcomes us at the entrances and answers 
the purpose. Generally, when using upper 
benches, the need for storage occurs over 
time. While DEPOT sideboard, you can meet 
all these needs with its soft-edged drawers and 
round legs, it also provides a cute welcome. round legs, it also provides a cute welcome. 

Measurements: 50 x 165 x 90 cm



ST
RI
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Measurements: 36 x 100 x 80 cm 

While the STRIP 1 console meets the storage 
needs, it also adds elegance to the space 
with its elegant joints and stainless rod legs 
accompanying its soft corners.



ST
RI

P 
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Measurements: 50 x 165 x 90 cm 

STRIP2 dresser shows up with its unique style 
with its elegant and assertive joints, handles 
and metal legs on the front to add a different 
atmosphere to the bedroom.



TH
IN

Measurements: 35 x 110 x 95 cm

It is an undeniable fact that purity and 
elegance make our lives more enjoyable. 
THIN sideboard shows up as an elegant design 
with its line and materials as well as its minimal 
dimensions and simplicity.



M
UL
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Measurements: Ø 60 x 39 cm

It is a design that emerged from the need
to fulfill different functions in spaces with 
small square meters. While MULTI modules 
are positioned side by side in the space 
and used as a coffee table (it also has a 
module used as a tray) when it is necessary, 
when you want to empty the middle area of when you want to empty the middle area of 
the hall and organize a party, or etc.,  it can 
be stacked on top of each other and used 
as a library, and thanks to its rotating feature, 
it allows access to books from both sides.



LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES



D
RO

P

Measurements: Ø 40 cm , Ø 36,2 cm 

DROP lighting, inspired by the water circles 
that we need most, with the lighting in its 
center tries to emphasize how valuable 
each waterdrop is. The design, which 
appears as a lampshade as well as pendant 
lamps, also allows you to charge your phone.



LI
N

E

Measurements: 11.5 x 35 x 22 cm

The relationship between mother and child 
is without dispute one of the strongest connections. 
This connection spreads positive energy not only to 
each other but also to its surroundings. This energy is 
shaped as light in the LINE lampshade.



Q
UE
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Measurements: 30 x 30 x 157cm 

QUEEN, which is a floor lamp design with an 
elegant body with its cubic form, makes a 
difference to the space it is located in with 
its light spreading around between the plexi 
bars almost like a queen.
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Labirentler,

Measurements: 40 x 144 cm

CACTUS lighting designed with its form 
and upright stance, inspired by the cactus, 
which is one of the most assertive of plants, 
fulfills the function of a floor lamp with the 
lighting it provides in the space. While 
providing indirect illumination with a 
patterned surface resembling cactus patterned surface resembling cactus 
texture, a stylized leaf form and a LED 
light source placed in a permeable box 
behind it, it is also provided to keep the 
cactus in the air.



W
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Measurements: 30 x 40 x 162 cm 

The design, which combines wave-form 
wood and mirror, acts as a floor lamp with 
led lighting rising from the bottom up between 
the surfaces. WAVELIGHT floor lamp gives 
pleasure to its environment as a decorative
object when the space does not need lighting 
and can be moved easily thanks to the wheels and can be moved easily thanks to the wheels 
under it.



FL
UI
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Measurements: 92 x 87 cm 

Having a fluid form, FLUID design rakes 
together wood, mirror and wall lamp. 
The design is shaped by the fact that 
a mirror flowing downward in the fluidity 
of the water stays almost instantly with 
the attachment to the wall lamp.


